
101 New Homes in Galway

The 6 acre site nestled on Letteragh Road, Rahoon is an ideal
location, with UHG, NUIG, Salthill and Galway city centre an
easy commute by car, bicycle or on foot.

The development is a variety of 3 and 4 bed semi-detached, 3
and 4 bed terraced and 4 bed detached houses. The
development will also include 55 apartments with a mixture of
1, 2 and 3 beds across four blocks. The scheme is designed by
award winning architects McCauley Daye O’Connell.

Ciarán O’Toole, Investment Manager at Activate Capital,
commented “Burkeway Homes are delivering high quality and
much needed new residential accommodation to the Galway
market. On the back of recent new home schemes in Galway,
we look forward to continuing to support Burkeway in
delivering another attractive development at Fánán”.

What We Do

Activate Capital provides senior debt of €10m+ to 
fund development costs for residential, mixed-use 
and commercial schemes in strong locations with 
experienced developers.

Since inception in 2016, we’ve provided in excess of 
€750m of site and construction facilities to 
customers (including over €100m for regional based 
projects) across 53 sites with potential for 9,800 
homes, the majority targeting first-time buyers.
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The 46 houses are designed and oriented to maximise space
and light. Each will be completed to the highest quality
standards of fit out and finish. All homes will come with the
latest economical and energy efficient heating and insulation
systems which reflects Burkeway Homes vision for housing –
Building for Better Living.

Michael Burke of Burkeway Homes commented “Following on
from our successful developments at Maoilín and Breacán, we
are delighted to be bringing much sought after quality homes
to the Galway market. We believe that our latest development
at Fánán is unique in offering a variety of accommodation
choices to the full spectrum of new home buyers. As well as
quality houses, the scheme provides large apartments within
individual blocks designed for modern long-term living.”

Activate Capital are delighted to be supporting Burkeway Homes on a development of 101 new
homes in Galway, known as Fánán. The first phase of this impressive new development will launch
later in 2020 with the first residents expected to occupy their new homes by the end of the year.


